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Slightly over a decade ago, Frederic Fleron edited a volume of critical essays and research breaking with the established tradition in communist
studies. Two years later, another book on the behavioral revolution in conimunist studies appeared in print, edited by Roger Kanet. These two publications signified a turning point when scattered dissent grew into an open
revolt against traditional rnodes of inquiry practiced by students of conlmunisnl.
Ten years are perhaps too short a time span to judge the fruits of the behavioral revolution. As Triska and Cocks have recently observed, "The behavioral revolution in Com~nuniststudies is still an 'unfinished revolution.' "I
It seems justified, however, to pause and reflect on what has been already
promise to be kept in full. I cannot
done without waiting for the bel~;~vioralist
undertake here a comprel~ensivereview of numerous works based on bchavioralist methodology, M a t I attelnpt to d o is t o isolate some critical problems raised by behavioralist research and to contrast behavioralist and nonbehavioralist ~nethodologicsin comniunist studies. The major concern of this
article is methodological. Substantive issues are touched insofar as they
help to shed light on procedural ql~estions.I begin with a short review of the
current split between com~nunist area srudies and behavioralism. Then 1
discuss the results o f sonle bellavioralist research and examine records of
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predictions in traditional and behavioralist research on cornln~~nist
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The following analysis draws primarily on the contributions made by political scientists and sociologists-scliol:~rs lnost receptive to the behavioralist
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Cotntnut~istArea Stirdies artd the Bel~avioralRevolutiott
Communist area studies emerged as a field of graduate training and scientific inquiry after World War 11. Among the factors contributing to its growth
were the expanding diplomatic and economic relations between the USA and
the USSR. The need for expert knowledge of Soviet society, the i~nproved
prospects for employment, along with the expanding governmental funding
have improved the image of the field and secured its steady growth until the
mid-sixties. Nevertheless, the position of communist studies in academia was
somewhat precarious.
The new programs established in the leading universities could not compete
in academic status with social sciences more conducive to the behavioral revolution. The field was dominated by specialists with a general background in
the social sciences, whose methods were qualitative rather than quantative,
and who did not always keep track of the methodological and theoretical advances in social science as a whole. According t o a survey conducted in
1953,l early specialists in Soviet and East European studies were recruited
prirriarily from aniong historians, economists, and political scientists.
The situation began t o change in the second half of the sixties. With the
market for communist area specialists nearing the point of saturation and the
prospects for funding less certain, voices began to be heard calling for a methodological and theoretical reorientation of the field. The new approach to
communism was greatly facilitated by the liberalization process in East
European countries. The proponents o f the behavioralist and con~pamtive
approach in cominunist studies insisted that the students of conl~nunisrnmust
etlrich their conceptual schemes by borrowing theoretical models from modern social science; that students of communism rnust incorporate quantitative
methods accepted in the behavioral sciences; and that area specialists rnust
abandon the traditional vision of communist society as a phenomenon srri
girt~rrisant1 analyze it in comparative perspective. The proposed ch:a~geswere
consistent with the trend in political science initiated by the pioneering works
of Almond, Powell, and E a ~ t o n . ~
The firs1 appeal t o enibark upon the new course was made in 1960 by
~ k i l l ~ n gBut
. ~ the new mood began t o take the form of a trend in the late
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sixties, when Tucker proclaimed comparative studies of communism "the
most hopeful direction for scholarship in Communist ~ t u d i e s . " ~A symposium on comparative politics and communist systems was organized by the
editors of Sluvic Revierv in 1967. Tlie participants emphasized the growing
polycentrism in the comniunist world, stressed the need to break with the
ethnocentrism of the earlier studies, and advocated new methods for studying
conimunis~n.~
The movement was given impetus with tlie publication in 1969 of a collection of essays edited by Fleron. Tlie editor took mainstream Sovietologists
t o task for their "carelessness in formation and use of concepts, preoccupations with clever techniques, inappropriate use of ~ n o d e l s . " ~He made a
strong plea for raising methodological awareness among students of Coninlunism. His arguments were further expounded by papers presented in Kanet's
volume on the behavioral revolutiori in conlmunist studies.* At about the
same time, Sharlet advocated a shift from "metaphoric" to "scientific concept formation" and from "tendency" t o "probability staten~ents" on communist b e t ~ a v i o r .Students
~
of com~nunisnlwith a behavioralist background
strove to live up to the standards accepted in more developed behavioral
sciences. Their works often appcared in political science and sociological
journals. Thus all previously published articles reprinted in Kanet's volume
had earlier appeared in general social science journals, and not in specialized
periodicals devoted to comnlunist studies.
Proponents of behavioralist and comparative research leveled a strong attack
on tlie totalitariati rnodel of cornlnt~liistsociety. Tliis theory was criticizetl for
its speculative nature and for an unduly rigid borderline drawn between communist and Western polities. In the words of Korbonski, "The demise of the
totalitarian model, accompanied by a growing availability of political, econo~ilicand social data, made tlie traditional distinction between 'communist'
and 'noncommunist' systems obsolete and redundant."1°
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The split between the traditional and modern modes of inquiry in communist studies very much resembled the transition from an old to a new
"scientific paradigm," to use the popular Kuhnian expression, with the
younger generation leaning toward new methods and the older generation of
Sovietologists finding themselves on the defensive. In Gati's words, "The
methodologically old-fashioned-however well-grounded he tnay be substantially-is tolerated only grudgingly these days, and his place is assured
only if he has tenure or is otherwise a 'nice guy!' "I1 Similar coniplaints
could be heard from other scholars. Understandably, many practitioners in
the field reacted less then enthusiastically to the call to forgo old ways and to
embrace behavioralist methods. As early as 1967, at the time of the first
extensive discussion in the pages of the Slavic Review, Jacobs warned against
uncritical borrowing of quantitative methods because "too often they serve
as an excuse for doing the se1fevident."l2 Answering some of the criticisms
of the traditional approach, Hollander pointed out that the charge of ethnocentrism should rather be addressed to comparativists who analyze communist countries in terms of theories modelled after Western societies.13 In
1970, Tokes contended that the introduction of new techniques and rigorous
model-building has "thus far produced neither the kind of new evidence, nor
tlie original insight the proponents have claimed."14 A few years later,
Tucker, one of the early supporters of comparative communism, admitted
that, although the results achieved so far "have by no means been negligible
and are not necessarily discouraging, . . . we have found, as would-be pioneers have so often found in the past, the path ahead to be longer and harder
than we thought when we started." A similar sentiment was expressed by
~0ugh.l~
The opponents of behavioralism became more vocal in the mid-seventies.
Half of the papers contributed to a symposium on comparative communism
and international relations expressed reservations about the Iugli priority
given to comparative studies and questioned the virtues of bet~avioralism.The
symposium organiler, Charles Gati, took pains t o emphasize that "without
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oft-criticized 'idiographic' studies there would be no comparison, modelbuilding, or tlieorizing."16 A plea was made by Rubinstein "to dernystify
conlparative study, theory-building, statistical conlputations and the like.""
Another author expressed doubt as to the high priority assigned to the con\parative approach in view of the limited sources of hard data on communist
of.knowledge about
societies and stressed the need for further accun~~rlation
individual c o ~ n t r i e s . ~
Few critics of behavioralisln would go so far as to advocate a methodological counterrevolution. Most would settle for peacefill coexistence. Denouncing "the behavioralist-area studies confrontation,"19 the critics of
behaviorlilism could hardly offer anything approaching the methodological
sophistication o f their opponents. Part of the reason why students of communisni favoring nori-beliavioralist, idiographic inquiry find themselves on
the defensive is that they lag behind their bellavioralist counterparts in
questions of methodolow. Indeed, behavioralists' primary contribution so
far seerns to have been that they have raised n~ethodologicalself-consciousThe adherents of behavioralism, howness among students of con~mu~iisrn.
ever, have been highly selective in their borrowing from modern social science
theory and rrlethodology. They virtually ignored the methodological and tlieoretical advances m;rdc by non.be1~avioralist researchers who continlie the
tradition cstahlislled by M a x Webrr and Ceorg Simrnel. The post-beliavioralist orientation in the social sciences atte~liptst o codify this interpret;rtive or,
as i t is now often called, "licrmcneutical" tradition in social research. Whcther or not students uf co~~inluriisnl
find this approach congenial. they are likely
to benefit frorii the ~iietlrodogicalargunlents advanced by the opponents of
bellaviordisnl. Before I turn to these arguntents, let me exanline some research projects conducted by bel~avioralistically oriented students of cornmunisni.
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Despite nurnerous attelnpts to define beli;~vioralisni.one cannot draw
a sliarp line dividing beh;ivioralist and non-behavioralist research. I f we take
Kanet's definition of "the behavioril revolution, by which is lilearlt n concentration on botli the obscrv;~blepolittsal actions of individuals arid groups
and tlir psychological processes \vllich i~ifluencethese actions-e.g., pcrccp-
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tions, motives, and attitude^,"^^ we have to admit that many traditional
works fall under the heading "beliavioralist." Brzezinski, Hazard, and Moore
are as much preoccupied with observable actions as Lodge, Fleron, or
Hopmann. A painstaking empirical analysis is a mark of the work done by
all these authors. T o distinguish their studies, one has to consider the ways
theoretical generalizations are derived from and justified by empirical data.
The adjectives "empirical" and "speculative" can hardly differentiate the two
approaches.
T o avoid the confusion, one can stipulate that the behavioral researcher
deals with quantifiable variables and avoids those statements which cannot be
operationalized and supported by mathematical calculations. This restrictive
definition runs into trouble when matched with reality. Only four of twentyfour articles assembled in Fleron's volume and six of thirteen papers collected
by Kanet appear to meet these criteria. Moreover, even those authors who
employ quantitative techniques routinely resort to adlroc interpretations and
qualitative evidence t o explain anomalous data and inconclusive calculations.
A less restrictive approach equates behavioralism with a general trend t o
experiment with models and methods currently used in the social sciences.
This definition, favored by Fleron and Shariet, is unacceptable because it
equates modern social science with bellavioralisrn and thereby discards nonbehaviorist-interpretative-schools of social research, such as sy~ubolicinteractionism, etlinomethodology, phenomenological sociology, and dra~naturgical analysis.
A comprehensive definition is offered by D. R. Little. He renders behavioralism as a "conunitnient to the develop~nentof empirical theories with explanatory and predictive value, quantification of enipirical data, value-free
scie~ices."~ Exhaustive as it is, this definition contains premises that may be
questioned by behavioralists and supported by some non-behaviordists.
I shall not attempt to give my own definition of behavioralism. Instead, I
will discuss several works employing behavioralist methods. I start with the
works, reprinted in Kanet's book The Behavioral Revolrrriotr utrd Cor~ztrrrrrlisr Sflrrlies arid then examine some Inore recent pi~blicationsconsistent with
tlie bellavioralist trend.
The first work to be dealt with is blilton Lodge's oft.quoted research on
Soviet elites. Its central thesis is that Soviet political life is characterized by
the increasing participation of various "specialist elites" in the decisionmaking and policy-making process. T o prove this thesis, the ;lutIior undertakes content-analysis of verbal statements appearing in Soviet periodicds.
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The selected journals and newspapers serve as a medium for articulating the
interests of four specialized elites (military, economic,legal and literary) and
one non-specialized elite (Party apparatus.)
The definition of the rnain theoreticd variables is the first difficulty that
the reader encounters in this paper. We learn that the level of elite participation in policy articulatiot\ may be high or low, that some political systems are
"ideological" ("all elites are participating within the ideological parameters,
. . . of the political arena") and some are "instrumental" ("instrumentality
[is] operationally defined as specialist elite participation in the political proc e ~ s " ) . These
~ ~ circular statements do not clarify what the author has in
mind when he refers to political participation. The latter is never explicitly
defined in the text, l i e question is not a minor one if one takes into account
the diverse nature of the elites under study. It is not self-evident that the
author deals with the sarlie phenomenon when he compares the military and
literary elites' participation in the decision-making process. T o clarify the latter, Lodge should have started with a substantive theory of the examined
phenomenon. U l e lack of such a theory tends to blur the central concept. It
also casts a shadow on the appropriateness of the theoretico-deductive apparatus used in this study.
Statenlents like "Hypothesis I: Over time the speci;rlist elites increasingly
describe thctnselves as participants in the policy making process" or "Hypothesis 11: The specialist elites are pressing the party for greater influence
in the policy making arena" arc empirical generalizatiorls rather than hypotheses. The fact that they have been gt~esseciin advance does not change the
matter, if we i ~ n d t r s t a ~ lby
d hypotlieses conditional statements which are derived fro111 a substantive theory artd which. being corroborated, lend partial
support to a give11 theory. The author does not test any theoretical cons ~ r u c t Without
.~~
i t . he is hardly justified in employing an elaborate theoretico-dcductive analytical framework.
The operational procedures and enlpirical indicators employed by Lodge
raise additional questions. Behavioralist ~nethodololystipulates that operational procedures must permit ~t~ianlbigttous
identificatio~iof an iten1 as an
inst;~nce( o r non-insta~tcc)of 3 given concept. The exa~nplesof operational
definitions and indicators chosen by Lodge point to the cotnmon difficulties
that behavioralists espericnce in following this principle.
Several conlnlenrators Iiave indicated that Lodge niade the unwarranted
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assumption that Soviet journals function as media for articulating elite interests and attitudes.24 The fact that certain opinions appear in print is not
proof that these opinions are representative of elite attitudes as a whole. Such
an operationalization of elite attitudes is particularly questionable for a country with a state-controlled press.
Similarly suspect is the operational distinction between policy-making
and decision-making levels of elite participation. The former is defined as
a process that involves decisions affecting the whole country, and the latter
as a process of decision-making affecting any one administrative unit below
the Republic level. As examples of empirical indicators delineating this distinction the author chose Khrushchev's statements at a writers' meeting and
at a meeting of agronomists. In both cases, Khrushchev insists that he lacks
professional competence and exhorts experts t o take responsibility for their
professional advice.25 Khrushchev's appeal to agricultural workers is classified
by Lodge as a policy-making statement and his address to Soviet writers is
seen as a decision-making statement. The rationale for this differential classattribution is riot clear.
Also blurred is the distinction between elite values and elite beliefs. The
former indicates the desirable level of elite participation, and the latter-the
actual responsibility for policy-making as perceived by elite members. To distinguish between the two, coders were instructed to sort out "is" statements
and "should" statements indicating the actual and desirable state of affairs.
But if one examines a ~rlodelstatement offered by the author as an example
of "is" (belief) statement, one is likely to be puzzled by the following sentence: "Indeed, if the chief means to be used in war is nuclear n~issiles,this
means that we are obligated t o construct both the theory of the art of warfare, the operational tactical training of troops and their indoctrinating with
regard for tlie use, above all, of these weapons. This means that each officer,
master sargent, soldier and sailor must learn to act, to carry out his duties and
battle orders, as required by the conditions of nuclear-missle war."26 The
expressions "we are obliged to act" and "sailors must learn to act" could be
classified as indicators of the desirable state of affairs. The author interprets
this as a typical statement expressing elite beliefs about the actual participation by tlle elite as perceived by its members.
It should be stressed that examples of empirical indicators provided in the
text are intended to be the most "typical" and "pure" instances of the phen-
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omenon in question. The uncertainty in the model sentences indicates that
it must be a fortiori present in thc bulk of the processed material. The fact
that a second coder, who independently re-coded 25 percent of tile original
material, made only 11 percent mistakes, does not eliminate the problem. As
Garfinkel's research suggests,2" coders' consensus is achieved not so much
througll strict adherence t o the instructions as through common tacit assumptions and persistent violation of the coding rules in ambiguous situations. It is
highly implausible that the granlrnalical structure of sentences, particularly
those in Soviet editorials, is a good indicators of elite values as distinct from
elite beliefs. Given the tenuous evidence bearing on this question, one has
t o doubt all nlajor conclusions reached by the author regarding the "partyelite conflict".
The n~ethodologicallymost vulnerable aspect of Lodge's study is tile validity of his findings. The data gathered by the author apparently refer to the
"perceived" participation and not t o the actual one. Lodge is aware of this
limitation. Nevertheless, when he formulates his hypotheses and states his
conclusions, he disregards it. 1-lis conclusions that "the Soviet system is cornpetitive" and that "conllict characterizes Party-specialist elite relations in the
post-Stalin pcriod"28 constitute a jump f r o n ~dispositional language t o the
language o f behavior. There are no direct links between attitudirlal and behavioral manifestations. The transition from one level of analysis t o the other
requires interpretative work which t l ~ cauthor does not undertake. Without
such work, his conclusions about "Partyelite conflict ," "competitiveness,"
and "increased elite participation" in the USSR have n o validity.
The question of validity is a stunlbling block o f behavioral research not only in communist studies. Deutscher argues that behavioralists devote too
n~ucliattention t o operationalization and reliability and tend t o sidestep the
issue of validity. "Tile idea of operatiollal definition is, " in his words, " a
device precisely designed t o clinlinate the proble~n of validity .''29 This
observation is supported by the fact that o ~ l l yone paper publistled ill Kanet's
book discusses tile issue of valihty. Even this theoretically well-grounded and
methodologically sopllisticated study fails t o resolve it satisfactorily. I have in
mind the research on collesion in the communist system conducted by flopn ~ a n n The
. ~ ~ author operatio11;llly defined col~esivenessalnong communist
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nations as a consensus in their first verbal reaction t o certain international
events, such as the American bombing mission over North Vietnam and the
opening of the Geneva Summit Conference in 1963. If we take the author's
calculations at face-value, we have t o conclude that the degree of cohesiveness among communist nations in 1950 and in 1965 was practically identical,
as indicated by the score's of 0.50 and 0.40 respectively. Much substantive
evidence militates against such a conclusion. The Stalin-dominated communist block o f 1950 was far more cohesive than the conlmunist alliance in the
mid-sixties, when several communist countries followed China in their bid for
greater independence from the Soviet Union. Hoprnann is very much aware
of this inconsistency, though he is reluctant t o admit that it invalidates his
operational definition o f cohesiveness in terms of an attitudinal response t o
one particular event. His recourse t o substantive evidence aimed at explaining anomalous results is an exaniple of ad /roc reasoning, which is, in principle, eschewed by behavioral methodology.
Similar problems beset studies carried out be Fleron, Gehlen-McBride,
and Schwartz-Keech. The first two projects are devoted to Soviet elite participation and the process of cooptation of professionals t o the party Central
Committee. The authors document the steady growth in the number of Central Comnlittee nlernbers with training and working experience in various professional spheres. This growth in the number of coopted CC members is interpreted as evidence that ". . . in the Soviet Union points of access exist in the
political system for the articulation of interests through elite representation
and providing expert judgments t o the decision maker^."^ This conclusion
is predicated on the assumption that coopted elite rnenibers (those who spent
seven years or more in a non-political sphere prior t o entering a party career)
differ substantially from recruited CC members (those entering party careers
prior to spending seven years in non-party careers). The former represent professional elite interests; the latter, the interests of the party apparatus.
This operational definition is vulnerable t o criticism. For one thing, some
coopted CC rnembers take responsibility for sectors u11rei:lted t o their professional competence. On the other hand, one cannot assume n priori that the
coopted CC member remains responsive to the group of his prirnary affiliation, even if Ile continlles to function as an expert in his 3x3. I t would be
preposterous to infer that, say, Sholokhov and Chakovskii represent the interests of Soviet writers just because both of them are professional writers and
mcn~bersof t l ~ eCPSU Central Cornmittee. Wllat is ;I reference group for a
given member of the Central Committee cannot be tlcterrnirletl off-li:~ndon
the basis of his previous affiliations.

31. F. J . I-lcron, J r . , "Co-opration as n Slccllanism of t!d:~pt:~rion ro
vie! Poliric:iI I.c:~tlcr.ihil~."in ihicl., p. 140.
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The selected journals and newspapers serve as a medium for articulating the
interests of four specialized elites (military, economic, legal and literary) and
one non-specialized elite (Party apparatus.)
The definition of the main theoretical variables is the first difficulty that
the reader encounters in this paper. We learn that the level of elite participation in policy articulation niay be high or low, that some political systems are
"ideoloejcal" ("all elites are participating within the ideological parameters,
. . . of the political arena") and some are "instrumental" ("instrumentality
[is] operationally defined as specialist elite participation in the political processV).2? These circular statements do not clarify what the author has in
mind when he refers t o political participation. The latter is never explicitly
defined in the text. The question is not a minor one if one takes into account
the diverse nature of the elites under study. It is not self-evident that the
author deals with the same phenomenon when he compares the military and
literary elites' participation in the decision-making process. T o clarify the latter, Lodge should have started with a substantive theory of the examined
phenomenon. Tlie lack of such a theory tends t o blur the central concept. It
also casts a shadow on the appropriateness of the theoretico-deductive apparatus used in this study.
Statements like "ilypothesis I: Over time the specialist elites increasindy
tiescribe the~nselvesas participants in the policy making process" or "Hypothesis 11: Tlie specialist elites are pressing the party for greater influence
in the policy ~nakingareria" are empirical generalizations rather than hypotheses. Tlie fact that they have been guessed in advance does not change the
niattcr, if we understarid by hypotheses conditional staternents which are derived frorn a substlintive theory and which, being corroborated, lend partial
support to a given tlieory. The author does not test any theoretical cons t r ~ c t Without
.~~
it, he is hardly justified in eniploying an elaboratc theoretico-deductive analytical franiework.
Tlie operational procedures and empirical indicators employed by Lodge
raise additional quesrions. Behavioralist metliodology stipulates that operational procedures must permit unanlbig~~ous
identification of an item as an
inst;~nce(or noti-i~ista~ice)
o f a given concept. The ex;i~nplesof operational
definitions arid indicators cl~osenby Lodge point to the colnmon difficulties
that beliavioralists esperience in following this principle.
Several coliinleritators have indic~ited that Lodge made the unwarrnntetl
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assumption that Soviet journals function as media for articulating elite interests and attitudes.24 The fact that certain opinions appear in prirlt is not
proof that these opinions are representative o f elite attitudes as a wliole. Such
an operationalization of elite attitudes is particularly questionable for a country with a state-controlled press.
Similarly suspect is the operational distinction between policy-making
and decision-making levels of elite participation. The former is defined as
a process that involves decisions affecting the whole country, and the latter
as a process of decision-making affecting any one administrative unit below
the Republic level. As examples of empirical indicators delineating this distinction the author chose Khrushchev's statements at a writers' meeting and
at a meeting of agronomists. In both cases, Khrushchev insists that he Lacks
professional competence and exhorts experts t o take responsibility for their
professional advice.25 Khrushchev's appeal to agricultural workers is classified
by Lodge as a policy-making statement and his address to Soviet writers is
seen as a decision-making statement. The rationale for this differential classattribution is not clear.
Also blurred is the distinction between elite values and elite beliefs. The
former indicates the desirable level of elite participation, and the latter-the
actual responsibility for policy-making as perceived by elite members. T o distinguish between the two, coders were instructed t o sort out "is" statements
and "sl~ould" statements indicating the actual and desirable state of affairs.
But if one examines a niodel statement offered by the author as an example
of "is" (belief) statement, one is likely t o be puzzled by the f o l l o w i ~ gsentence: "Indeed, if the chief means to be used in war is nuclear niissiles, this
means that we are obligated t o construct both the theory of the art of warfare, the operational tactical training of troops and their indoctrinating with
regard for the use, above all, of these weapons. This means that each officer,
master sargent, soldier and sailor must learn to act, to carry out his duties and
battle orders, as required by the conditions of nuclear-missle war."26 The
expressions "we are obliged to act" and "sailors must learn t o act" could be
classified as indicators of the desirable state of affairs. The author interprets
thus as a typical statement expressing elite beliefs about the actual pnrticipation by the elite as perceived by its members.
It sliould be stressed that exaniples of empirical indicators provided in the
text are intended to be the most "typical" and "pure" instances of d ~ phene

24. K . \\I. K>,avec,"Krc~lllinologyor Rchavioralis~ll."Prohlct~lso/'Cotnrt~~rtristn.
22,
N o . 1 (Jnn-l'cb 1973), 83; G. luties~u.Cottrpararil'c Cottttttrtrtis~Po1iric.s (I(ssc\: Ancllor
Press. 1972), ch. I .
25. Lodse. "Soviet Elite." pp. 87,90.
26. Ibid., p. 89.
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Schwartz and Keecli make an interesting attempt t o reconstruct Soviet policy debates on tlle basis of statements made by various groups in which they
expressed dieir attitude t o the 1958 School Reform. This research illuminates
how behavioralists go about subsuming an observable particular under the
nomothetically generated category. The authors' objective is to generalize
about a class of individuals on the basis of opinions expressed by particular
individuals and on h e basis of other indirect evidence. Thus the statement issued by the Soviet Minister of Education is treated as an indicator of Soviet
educators' negative attitude toward Khrushchev's reforms. The position of
Soviet factory managers is inferred from an editorial in Pruvda which criticizes factory managers for failure to accomodate juvenile workers. A similar
conclusion is reached about Soviet parents. It is supported by the fact that
sorne parents were criticized for their wish to secure the bcst possible educational opportunities for their children. The authors interpret these observable
s
groups in the Soviet Union had opoccurrences as a sign that v a r i o ~ ~social
posed the education;ll reforms initiated by the party in 1958. And since the
final draft o f the reform differed from the original one proposed by Khrushchev, Scl~wartzand Keech conclude that social groups in the Soviet Union are
capable of exerting pressure on policy-makers.
This causal attribution of the changes in the final draft of the new educational law to group pressure is not sufficiently validated. Soviet factory nianagers are periodically reprimanded for lack of attention t o young workers. To
infer from this that managers, as a group, had opposed the reform is preposterous. The authors' coninlent that the inllow of juvenile workers following
the reform would "divert managers from their own duties of production and
plan f\ilfiilment"32 is an ad /roc interpretation. It may or may not be true
(one cotild also argue that the abt~ndanceof cheap labor would outweid1 any
other consideration in the eyes of managers), but it suggests that behavioralists research is not free of speclilatio~lsarid guesswork, as behavioralist
statements may ilnply .3

ibitl., p. 159.
33. .The prohlc111 \ v i ( l ~1iin11y ~ener:1Ii7atiunsaboltt Soviet clite) and interest groups is
t l l : ~ t they :ire ~llodcll~cl
:liter \\'e,rcrt~ politic:~lc\pcricnce. Hchavioralisk studicb of Sovict
elites rely on the i n l j ~ ~ t - u u t p utnatlc.l
t
01'polilicnl process th:~t underestimates multipleproup ;~l.l.ili:~tions2 n d ovcrcstiltl;~tc.s the stability and cohesion oC interest $ruu()s. I t
I C ~ Y C Srclntivcly u n a t t s t ~ d e t la p:~r:~llclprocess in \vhich politicians infornl soci~lg r c ) i l p s - ~
a Ilaw crpccially ~ ~ o l i c c ; i b linc tlls c;~rco f c.orr~rrlunisr socielics, whcrc proiession;~lclilc
t~lctnbersarc :IISO ~ ~ ~ c r n b ol.
c r srhc. I':lrty c l i ~ e\vith a huge sl3ks in the perl'cttr:~tion 01'

Party don~in;~ncc.
Soviet \ v r i t c r b : ~ n dtrade urlionists cooptc.d to the Ccntr.~lCon~~l~itlec
arc as n111~11
devcltcd lo rcprcscnting i':lrty intcrcsts in \vritcrs' and \\~orkcrs'or~:rnizations
as t o a r t i ~ , ~ t l : ~ tain~d~ pdejcndin? tile intcrcsts of their constituencies in the I~igllestdcci\ion~n:rking hotli~,s.Thii ~ N N I I Ii\ r~iccl! illus~rntc(lby a r e l ~ l n r koI' the Propra~nI>irc~.tor

The last point is well illustrated by an important study published in The
American Politic~zlScience Review b y Stewart, Arnett, McPhail, Rich, and
~ c h o ~ m e y e This
r . ~ research
~
contrasts two models of Soviet elite mobility:
the patron-client model, emphasizing patronage variables (Politburo-Secretariat links and career group links) and the rational-technical model favoring economic performance variables (industrial and agricultural performance). I set
aside the technical problems besetting this study, such as working with a nonprobability sample and performing the regression analysis on numerically
marginal sets. Such problems are endemic to projects dealing with closed societies. 1 am more concerned with the inferential procedures that are commonly found in the practice of behavioralist research, even though they run
contrary to d ~ behavioralist
e
methodology.
According to the authors of the study, none of the tested theories did well
in accounting for the political rnobility in the Soviet Union between 1955
and 1967. "The variables central t o each model fail to explain most of the
~~
is the main reason the focus of
variance in Party elite ~ n o b i l i t y , " which
analysis shifted t o the concept of "political regime." This concept links the
dynamics of political rnobility to "the common tendency t o associate particular periods with the dominant leader" and to "the programmatic commitments of one regime or leadership as compared to a n o t l ~ e r . "Five
~ ~ programmatically relevant periods are isolated in the study: "1955-1957, Kllrushchev's rise," "1 958-1960, Utrushchev's ascendency ," "1 961 -1963, Ktlrushchev's time of trouble," "1964, Year of transition and institutional change,"
"1 965-1967, Enter Brezllnev-Kosygin."
lriterestingly enough, the reseachers do not spell out the programmatic
significance of each period until they proceed to anayze the data. It is only
when we reach the section "Findings," that we are told which policies influenced political mobility in a given period. Thus we learn that patronage variables, along with food-clothing performance, accounted jointly for about
25 percent of the variance in political mobility in the period 1955-57. This is
explained by "Khrushchev's skill in utilizing patronage to pack the Party
bodies" and by "the stress in the Central Cotnmittee's resolutions at that
time on the particular significance of raising the level of agricultural and con-

of Soviet I'V: "\Vc are, many of ux, Party ~iic~nbcrs.
We try to fulfill the l a r k s pivcn to us
by the I':~rty and the govcrnlllent. But if you nlcan, do \ve have to r u n t o the Central
Cornn~ittccand a k , '%la!. we put this on, or that?' the answcr is: 01'co11rsc,not. No olle
could work 111:1t ivay." A . Austin, "Sovict TV-Better Pack:~ping I'or 1111. P:rrty Line,"
Tlre !l'ctu York Ti~lres,Sundny, 2 1 Oct. 1979.
3 4 . "Political llobility and 1111: Soviet Political Process: .4 Partial Test UI
TWOhlodels," A~~tr*ricu~l
t'olirical Scietrcc Rel-ie~v,
66 (Dee. 1972). 1269-90.
35. Ihid., p. 1283.
36. Ihid.. p. 1274.
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sumer production." In the second period, the rational-technical variables did
not significantly influence political mobility, while tlie patronage variables
showed the negative effect on elite mobility. These findings are linked to the
creation of the regional econoniic councils and Khrushchev's efforts "to bring
into the top leadership those secretaries from the Russian republic who had
establidied few career contacts with either their fellow secretaries or with
Politburo or with Secretariat officials." The ano~nalousresults for 1964 are
tied to the perturbations caused by the elimination of Kllrushchev's bifurcation of the Communist Party. And finally, the marginal effect of both patronage and rational-technical variables in the early Rrezhnev-Kosygin era
are interpreted as a result of "a delicate balance of contending groups" in
this period and "the need to distribute rewards, such as promotions, in some
relationship to the strengtl~of groups within the ruling coalition."37
Had the authors elucidated in advance the policy imperatives of each regime, their subsequent interpretations would be impressive indeed, even
though the questions regarding their empirical indicators would still persist.
But the sequence of the steps in the project is reversed: after tlle findings become known, the autliors proceed to elucitlate the policy decisions that best
account for the observed nlobility patterns in a given period. The salience of
the patronage variables during Kllrusl~cliev'srise is linked to his determination
t o pack tlie Party bodies with his own people, but the negative effect of the
patronage variables during Khrushcllev's ascendancy is explained by liis efforts to bring into power positions those unburdened by old allegiances.
Should we infer t l ~ c r c f r o ~tnl ~ a tKlirusl~chevlost interest in packing the Party
bodies witli loyalists between 1957 and l959? The alleged impact of agricultural success and consumer goods performance on political n~obilitybetween 1955 and 1957 is predicated on tlie priority assigr~etlto these areas of
the Soviet economy during this period; but when tlre sanle factors fuiletl to
make a difference in tlie s\~cceediiigperiod, the authors resort to tlic Party's
Does this mean that agriculture and foodreorganization as ;In explanatio~~.
clothing ceased to be d ~ areas
e
of priority for the Party? The delicate balance
of power is cited as a reason for the lack o f correlation between the dependent and indepentlcnt variables in the Rrezhnev-Kosygin era, but similar resi~ltsin [lie 1957-59 period arc attribtrted to a d ~ ~ i i n i s t r a t i \ ~ c - e c o ~ ~recono~liic
struction. Again, Ilow is this sliift in tlie logic of explanation justified?
I am not saying that the proposed esplanations are wrong. Nor do I imply that posr hoc interpretations are unacceptable in principle. The point is
tliat the autl~orsf;iil to live up to their self-imposed ban on such rcasoni~lg.
Their infcre~itialprocedures allow them to eniphasi7.e those aspects of tlie reginie's policy 11131 are consistc~itwvitli the findings, while disregarding concur-

37. [bid.. pp. 1277-79.
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rent policies incongruent with the results. Any set of statistical data can be
rationalized in this manner, one way or another. Should the rational-technical
variables come into prominence in the Brezhnev-Kosygin era, the authors
could reasonably quote the regime's philippics against Iirushchev's voluntarism and the then common exliortation to raise the productivity and quality
of econor~iicperformance. The preeminence of the patronage variables in
the same period could be taken to indicate the rulers' concern witli the consolidation of power. The positive correlation of industrial performance and political mobility during Khrushchev's ascendancy might have been a testimony to the party secretaries' enhanced responsibility for the industrial sector. The absence of such an impact could as well be blamed on the political
conflict resulting from the reorganization of die party. The same procedure
enables the authors to gloss over the data inconsister~twith the proposed
explanation. The trends in Khruslichev's time of trouble are briefly referred
t o in the text as being similar t o tlie trends established during Khrushchev's
seems to be at odds with the relationship between porise. This concl~~sion
litical mobility and career group links in the 1955-57 period (beta .45) and in
1961-63 (beta -.16). As speculations and hypotheses for future investigations,
the authors' interpretations would be welcome. T o feature diem as empirically grounded conclusions is hardly appropriate, given the authors' stated commitnierit to "rigorous, systematic testing of m o d e ~ ~ . " ~ ~
Tlle decision to resort to quantitative data and the failure t o judge them
against the available qualitative evidence have undermined the results of many
interesting projects conducted by students of communism during the past decade. Brian Silver's study of the Russification of Soviet nationalities is a telling exaniple. The author is one of the most sophisticated behavioral researchers now working in the field. Ilis intricate research design, however, is compro~iiisedby a lack of interpretative insight. Silver defines natiorial or etlinic
identity as "an individual's emotional attachment to certain core syrnbols of
his ethnic group."39 He derives the data on nationality iron1 the 1959 USSR
Census, taking an individual's answers to the questions about his nationality
and native tongue as the indicators of his ethnic consciousness. The measure
of Russification proposed by the author is the observed discrepancy between
an individurd's adherence to Russian as native language andJ~isidentification
with a non-Iiussian nationality. Silver formulates a number of hypotheses
concerning the extent of Russification as dependent on tlie level of contacts
with Russians and on the iritcnsity of ethnic ideologies.
Silver has 11is own doubts regarding tlic information on national self-itlentification provided by the Soviet Census. He acknowledges that the available

38. Ibid.. p. 1285.
39. 13. S~lvcr."Social h l ~ b ~ l i ~ a t311d
i o l ~the R u s s i f i c n t i o ~of
~ Sovier N:~t~on:~litic.s."
illitl.. 68 ! \ l : ~ r ~ l r 19741.68,
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data leave uncertain the intensity of the individual's ethnic feelings and his
actual adherence t o an ethnic way of life. Nevertheless, he insists on using
Soviet census data, arguing that "despite certain linutations in presently
available measures of ethnic identity in the USSR, these measures d o have an
important virtue: they have been used in three Soviet censuses. . . ."40 But
this reasoning is faulty. What may be a virtue from the standpoint of a Soviet
census taker is a vice in view of Silver's emphasis on the subjective dimension
of national identity and his stated commitment t o dealing with "an individual's emotional attachment" t o ethnic symbols. The Soviet census taker is
not likely t o ask the respondent t o produce his internal passport as a proof of
his nationality. But the written instructions issued t o Soviet census takers
by the USSR Central Statistical Agency stipulate in no uncertain terms that
the question "Vasha natsional'nost'?" refers t o the respondent's passport
nationality, and not t o his "emotional attachment." That is the sense in
which this question is understood by an adult person in the USSR, at least
when raised during the census interview. In what way the individual's passport nationality is related to his ethnic consciousness is an extremely co111plex issue, particularly in a multi-national state like the USSR. T o assume
without "taking the role of die native" that the former is an indicator of the
latter is t o cast a shadow on all the substantive findings reported in the paper.
Jerry I-iough's study of the decentralization process in the Soviet Union is
one more example of the pitfalls awaiting those who give precedence to quantitative over qualitative data. His research is based on the explicit assumption
that any discrepancy between the centrally establisl~edpolicy and its in~plementation in various regions of the country indicates the degree of centralization in the administrative system. His study, I-lough explains, "will focus on
a single indicator--the number of hospital beds per 10,000 population-but
the indicator chosen is a crucial one. . . . ln a totally centralized systenl with
very rigid norms, each oblust presumably would have alniost precisely the
number of beds appropriate for its percentage of urban population. . . . In a
more decentralized systenl in which the horizontal supervision is stronger,
there prestrnlably would be niucl~more variation from the norm. . . ."41
The calculations performed by the author confirmed his e x p e c t a t i o ~that
~
"there is variation in per capita I~ospitalbeds from region to region, even controlling for the proportion of urban population. . . . The regional variation is
so great and so 'rando~n'," tloupl~stressed, "that it absolutely )trlrs! be produced by sornc local factors either in the present or the past. TI~ercis no
other explanation that is r e a s o n a b ~ c . " Granted
~~
this, on what gro~rndsdoes
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the author conclude that this "random variation" is due to a local policy initiative and is a testimony t o the growing decentralization in the Soviet administrative system? The variation may be due to the differential rates o f disease requiring hospitalization, t o the lack of economic resources, or t o sheer
negligence on the part o f the local leader. T o substantiate his conclusion,
Hougll needed qualitative evidence combined with interpretative insight into
the process of decision making in the Soviet Union. The fact that the growth
in the number of beds in a region is somewhat more likely t o follow a discussion of health problems in a regional Soviet is no substitute for such an insight. Besides the statistically tenuous nature of the relationship reported by
Hough, that fact says nothing of the substantive arguments raised during the
session of the Soviet (which explains why the author downplays the importance of this piece of evidence in the afternote).
1 wish t o draw attention t o the manner in which behavioralists assign
meaning to individual behavior. They definitely prefer the standpoint of the
observer to that o f the actor. The subject's interpretations of his own actions
are treated (if at all) separately frorn the objective significance that his actions
have in the eyes of the researcher. Brian Silver shows little concern with the
meaning of being a non-Russian in Soviet society. Milton Lodge does not inquire into the conflicting allegiances of a Soviet professional coopted into the
Central Cornniittee. Jerry Hough does not pause t o ask what it means to be a
participant in the Soviet political process. What strikes H o u d ~as important is
that Soviet citizens form voluntary associations and write letters t o the editors, much as their Western counterparts do: "Letters to the editor, the publication o f articles in journals, personal appeals t o governmental or political
officials, ~ ~ ~ c ~ n b e rins lrnany
~ i p types of c o ~ n ~ n i t t e e.s. .so f.dr as can be observed by an outsider, these activities seem little different on the surface frorn
their counterparts in the
The key wortls here are "as can be observed by an outsider." As an outsitle observer, Hougl~may well perceive "the
Soviet systcm as a very participatory one."44 As a participant observer, he
could well have concluded that "being a participant" lneans a different thing
in the Soviet Union than in the United States.
How much d o we learn from the conclusion that the Soviet and American
societies are participatory ones, that the political process i~! thc USA :~ndthe
USSK is inilucnced by interest groups, that Soviet and A n ~ e r i c :trade
~~~
unionists have an input into policy-making in their respective countries?
These concl~~sions
may obscure as much as they reveal. \ h a t they seern t o
reveal clearly cnougl~ is t l ~ a tstudents of comparative c o ~ n i ~ ~ u n isl~olrld
sm

40. Ibiil..
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4 2 . IhiJ.. pp. 165. 169.
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reexamine the distinction between phenomenal identity and conceptual
equivalence? 5
It would be wrong to construe the above criticism as unqualified opposition t o operational procedures. The message is rather that behavioral data are
as hard and sound as the substantive interpretation supporting them. When
a priori assumptions underlying behavioralist research come under close
scrutiny, the hardness of mathenlatical calculations begins to soften. The
same is true of operational procedures. Tlie latter are based on an unambigu011s attribution of meaning to empirical indicators which are inherently
anlbiguous, wl~icll owe their sense to our assumptions, and which change
their meaning with changing human activities. The number of political trials
and purges is not directly related t o the degree of alienation among intellectuals and youth in the country, as Korbonski's research explicitly ass u m e ~ The
. ~ ~nu~nberof foreign books translated in a communist country
may or may not correlate with the degree of its internationalization, as Triska
and Finley have come to d i s ~ o v e r . ~The
' recruitment of younger individuals
to the Soviet leadership does not necessarily indicate its greater flexibility, as
Bunce and Ecllols rightly point out.J8 The promotion of the Soviet defense
lninister to the I'olirburo is nor sufficient grounds for tlic inference that the
Sovict army has a grcatcr role in political affairs, as sonle analysts imply. And
as Gati has pointed out, a vote in the U N does not autolnatically signal a proor anti-Soviet stance of a IIN member state.49
It would be equally wrong to assume that Ule proble~nsoutlined are tcliiporary and that they will be gratlually eli~nitlatedwith the progress of bellavi o r J research in conl~nuniststudies. \Vllatever progress we can expect in the
future, we sl~ould keep in ~ n i n dthat the problen~sbesetting bchavioralist
studies of c o m ~ n u n i s ~arc
n by no Inealrs peculiar to thern. Such pr:)blctns
plague the no st sopl~istic:~ted
projects conducted in the social scicnces -even
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those most conducive to the behavioral revolution. The root of the problem
is in the limits of the behavioralist methodology itself. 1 will exanline these
liniits below. First, I sho~tldlike to discuss the patterns of prediction in traditional and behavioral approacl~esto communist societies.

Pattcn~sof Predictiorz ill Cor~zr~zutzisf
Studies
Behavioralists like to stress predictive power as an important advantage of
their approacll. What is llsually meant by predictive power is the ability t o
describe in advance a forthcoming state of affairs as it evolves according to a
formally defined scientific rationality. This definition does not apply to formulations that purport to explain how past or present events must have
evolved according to a certain logic. An e?r post facto explanation of why the
de-Stalinization campaign must have been launched in the Soviet Union will
not qualify as a prediction. Neither would Welsh's "'prediction" made in 1968
and aimed at explaining the American response to the 1956 Hungarian uprising.50 1 call such past-oriented inferences "postdictions" and reserve the
term "prediction" for future-bound statements.
The surest way to predict an event is t o influence its course, or, literally, to
cause it. That is what the experimental scientist does when he deliberately
abstracts variables from things themselves and equalizes "other factors" in
laboratory conditions. Specialists on conlnlunist affairs do not have much opportunity to experiment with communist behavior. They have to rely on the
power of tl~eoreticalabstraction. Experience suggests that thus is an unreliable
guide to the future.
One early attempt to examine die record of prediction in communist
studies was a lnonograpl~by Reshetar, Problcnrs of At~aI.vzir~gatld
Predictitlg
Soviet Bclravior. Tllc author assembled ample evidence testifying to the difficulties in predicting and explaining the Soviet Union's political decisions on
tlic basis of its alleged ideological nature. Observable developnlents often diverged from theoretical ~ ~ e c u a l t i o n s . ~
Given the hazardous nature of forecasting, one can undeistand why experts
on communist behavior have adopted a cautious attitude in forecasting the
evolution of Soviet and East European states. Three representative collections
of essays dealing wit11 the Soviet future are particularly valuable for itnderstanding the strategies used by traditional area specialists.52 A sample of

50. \V. t\, \Vel\lr. "A ( ; a ~ ~ ~ c - ~ I ~ e Con~epl~~ali~ation
orcti~
01. tile H ~ l l ; a r i c l n Revolt:
Toward ;III I11iloc.rivc TIlcc)ry uiC;:~~nes,"
in rleroll, ed.. pp. 420-65.
5 1 . I . S. R~.\llsl:ir.Jr.. Prol,/c~ttrro/' rltra/~,~itig
atrtl Pr~~di~.[itr,q
Sol)i(,fBclrul~ior(NCIV
York: I)o~1blcd;1~.
1955).
5 2 . \V. L : I ( I U ~ and
I I ~ L. Lnhctlr, eds., Tlrc Firtrrrc of Cottfttrrrr~is~
Soc.irfjt ( N e w Yurk:
Prclcger. I9b!J: L . Scl~npiro.ed., Tlic USSR a ~ i dflrCf~icntre:Atr Atralysis ofllle iVew froxrattr of tlic, C/'SL! (Ncii l'ork: Prnegcr, 1962); A . Knssof, rd., Prospcc,rs fi)r Sor.i~,rSncic,fi,(St\\
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assessments and forecasts from these volumes may help t o clarify their strategies of prediction:

Russian history and is invariably later seen t o have been predictable
(~illin~ton).~

It seems safe t o predict that the general level of education in Soviet society
twenty years from now will be higher than it is today, and that the Soviet
melting pot will have done much t o obliterate status differences among the
various nationalities, perhaps even the hard edges of national consciousness,
although it is likely that, all efforts at indoctrination notwithstanding,
feelings of antagonism . . . may linger o n for decades. . . . It is conceivable
that the party might come t o realize that differences in taste or disagreements in pliilosoplly are not necessarily subversive, and that even some of
the taboos now protecting social institutions and the historical past from
scrutiny niay be lifted with safety (Meyer).

What is typical o f these predictions is that they are hard to disprove. The
Popperian falsificationist could say that they are designed t o be as irrefutable
as possible. Indeed, these forecasts are couched in general terms, the statements are accompanied by numerous qualifications, the time span is left deliberately uncertain. Area specialists prefer t o leave the door open to contingencies, "major reversals" and changes coming with "unpredicted suddenness." They avoid a commitment t o any one rigidly defined rationale for calculating the future. The strategy underlying these forecasts may be called
"plausibility assessn~ent." The accent is on diverse trends, multiple logics, alternative scenarios for the future, accompanied by a guess as t o their plausibility.
Brzezinski's analysis of the prospects for Soviet evolution in the 1970s is
a good example of this strategy. He presents five scenarios for the future:
"oligarchic petrification," "pluralistic evolution," "technological adaptation," "militant fundamentalism," and "political disintegration." After outlining the rationale for each script, Brzezinski makes a bet on a combination
of the first and tlie third one as a most likely prospect for the next decade.54
I must admit that my efforts t o find behavioralist and behavioralistically
oriented comparative works on communism that would lend themselves t o
comparison with the ar'ea studies approach have been largely unsuccessful.
There is no single book featuring beliavioralist forecasts. None of the papers
included in Kanet's collection offers a single predictive statement, despite the
fact that some authors refer t o the predictive power of the behavioral approach. Besides a few general allusions t o the communist future, the works
corriprisilig Fleron's collection also avoid predictions. One piece of behavioral
researcl~ that I was able to find stands clearly apart from other, similar
studies. This is an artlcle by Sam M. Lowry titled "A Model for Predicting
Succession in C o n ~ ~ n u n i sPolitical
t
Systems: The Case Study of the Soviet
Union." TI1e variables discussed ill this paper, according to this author,"enable a student of tlie politics of succession . . . to reduce significantly the
guessrvork involved ut identifying tlie niost probable 'single ruler' to ernerge

In these circumstances, both Moscow and Peking will be under strong compulsion t o sacrifice the present uneasy status quo if the resulting open split
appears t o offer sufficient advantages. Ln any event, a situation of such intense antagonism is inherently unlikely t o remain stable over a long period
of time (Duevel).
In the reallil of dotiiestic politics, the prospects for structural change d o
not appear to be significant. . . . As a new generation of officials rises
through the ranks, the top leaders arc likely t o be increasindy less erratic
and more concerned with the smooth operation of the adniinistrative apparatus. . . . The Central Comlnittee will probably p l a ~a larger role in
party affairs, and may even reacll the point of electing the nielnbers of the
Politburo o n the basis of co~npetitionamong candidates (Black).
A long uphill struggle will be necessarp before the forces of adaption within the system can be credited with a conclusive victory. Given the underlying logic of socio-economic niaturatior~and the incrcasindy nu~nerous
manifestations of this logic in recent Soviet practice, it may be that these
forces will ultimately prevail. But their progress will be interrupted by
major reversals (clzrael).
What can he ditnly foreseen cannot be confidently predicted, not only
because we see througl~a glass tl:lrkly and lack critical data on ferlnent in
the USSR tod;ty, but also because the Russians o f the new "fourtll gcneration" seem surer of what they oppose than of what they favor. . . . Thsrc
will prob:~hly be tio rctttrrt to private ownersliip of the basic means of industrial production, and little inclillation t o iniit:~te the fornls of tradiy . re~narkablechanges rnay well be in store, and
tional liberal d e l ~ ~ o c r a cI3ur
cortltl come wit11 the clr~predictt'dsuddenness that is so characteristic of

53. A . C;. >lcyc.r, "l'iventy Years On," in Laqueur 2nd Lobcdz, cds.. pp. 191-95;
C. Ducvc.1. "T11c CI'SU: Guide for \Vorld Conin~unisn~,"
in Sh;~piro,cd.. p. 2 5 2 ; C. E.
Black. "Sovier Socicty: A Con~lnrstivcView," in Knssof. ed.. p. 52; J. R. Azr3cI. "Tlie
I';~rty and Sucisr)," i n ihiil., p. 73: J . 1.1. Uilli~~~ton,"Tlic
Inlcllcct~~~ls."
in ihid.. pp.
169-70.
51. L .
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from a succession s i t ~ a t i o n . "The
~ ~ major thesis of ths paper is that "the
length of career service of persons in certain positions [such as party secretariat and Politburo] or . . . certain types of expertise [such as party vs. state
functions) are determinants of the authority ranking attainable within the
top reaches of the political system of the Soviet
The author does
not explain how he operationalized the dependent variable--the authority
ranking among Politburo mcn~bers(after Stalin's death, Soviet propaganda
generally avoided listing Politburo members according t o their rank in the
hierarchy). Information on the independent variable is more readily available.
By a retrospective analysis, the author had found support for some of his
hypotheses. When he made a prospective assessment, he predicted that K. T.
Mazurov had the best chance t o succeed in the future struggle for power in
the Politburo. The next in line would be F. D. Kulakov, followed in turn by
V . V . Grisl~in.
As we know, Mazurov was expelled from the Soviet Politbulo (for health
reasons) soon after Lowry's article appeared in print. Kulakov, the second
candidate, came under strong attack by Brezhnev for the repeated failures
of Soviet Agriculture-a sector of the Soviet economy for which Kulakov was
responsible-and died soon after (under still not fully clarified circumstances.)
It remains t o be seen if the third most likely candidate is going t o survive the
fortl~con~ing
succession struggle. Meanwhile, Lowry's paper serves as a useful
reminder that even n\athernatical calculations are unlikely to obliterate cotnpletely the old art of guess-work and future-tellirlg.
One would be equally hard pressed t o find clear-cut, verifiable prcdictio~ls
in recent comparative works on coolrr~unisrn.Most t)f the comparative studies, published in Srlrdic~sit1 Cbt?~poruri~!c
C o t ~ ~ t t r ~ ~ ~do
i i s tnot
t r , offer any forecasts, and practically a11 the authors offering predictions prefer [he sarnrt equivocal, non-probabilistic st;~tenlentson the plausibility of eel-tail1 future developnlents. T h ~ l sKorbo~lski'soliposition to "descriptive-hctl~alhistory ant1
speculative propl~ecy-i.e., 'Kren~linolopy' and 'crystal-ball gazing' " 5 7 docs
not accord well with his own ri~odeo f forecasting. His predictiorl that " ~ h c
notion of 'stlccession crises' [in con~niunistcountries] rnay be a thing of the
past"58 is yet to be cllesk?d ag:rinst the future. liis further nsserticlr~that the
transition fro111individual to ~ o l l e c ~ i vIr'adr'rship
e
is becolning irr~vcrsiblc'can
hardly be sustail~edin vir'w o f the recent develop~uentsin the USSR, lionlnn-

55. S. .If. Lo\\.r)., ";I Xlod~.l i o r Prt,di~.tingSuccession in Co11111lunistI'u11tic:tl Systetils: The Case St~ldy01. 1111. so vie^ llnioli." SIIIIII('Sit1 Cot~~l)urflfi~~i'
CO)II)~IIIII~(.II~.
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Political
I~
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58. Ihicl., p. 19.
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ia, Poland, and Bulgaria. Another prediction made by the same author follows
the familiar strategy of plausibility assessments: "My feeling is that the ruling
elites in a number of East European countries will in fact permit a somewhat.
higher level of criticism and dissent than in the past."s9 Beside the fact that
this statement is hardly an improvement on "Kren~linology and crystal-ball
gazing," it seems to be at odds with the observable facts.
I am hesitant t o generalize about the predictive capacity of behavioral research on the basis of such scanty evidence. One thing I am certain about is
that clear-cut statements about the future are as rare in behavioralistically
oriented studies as in nonbehavioral ones. There does not seem to be much
evidence to support the claim that behavioralism offers a more accurate insight into the future. Wl~erepossible, scholars extrapolate current trends into
the future and thereby hope t o arrive at reasonable predictions. "If probable
behavior of communist states in future situations is t o be estimated," write
Triska and Finley, "it is essential t o assess the nature and rate of this [current] change and t o project it as accurately as possible."60 This method,
however, rarely yields satisfactory results. Today's rates of change may or
nlay not be sustained in the future; hence the need to switch to forecasts.
Plausibility assessment as a forecast strategy is not very a p p e a l i ~ ~ing the age
of behavioral revolution. It leaves too great a margin of uncertainty. Emphasizing the weakness of t l ~ i sstrategy, we should not forget that putting forecasts in probabilistic ternis does not necessarily alleviate uncertainty. When
meteorologists issue a forecast such as "Chances of rain tomorrow are 50 percent," all we know is that tomorrow it may or may not rain. Even if the 90
percent-chance-of-rain-tonlorrow prediction is not followed by rain, the forecast is technically, blan~eless.
Placing prediction in a more sl~arplydefined context is not always possible,
and where possible, it is often judged trivial. One could safely predict how the
Supreme Soviet will vote oo a SALT 11 Treaty and fail wit11 a similar prediction about the American Senate. It would be desireable 1.0 foresee how specific segments of the Soviet population would behave under various circumstances, or t o predict whether or not Soviet sociologr would sustain its trend
toward greater autonomy. Yet, when Brzezinski makes a more definite staternenr--"it is unlikely that the Sovict Union will altogether 'evade the experience of student unrestw6 '-he finds his forecast unfulfilled. Sin~ilarly,when
~ ~ the next ten
Simirenko predicts the growth of "ideological t ~ l e r a n c e "for

59. A. Korl)ollski, "Tllc Prosl)csls lor C11:11lgeill Eas1er11l.t~rol)c,"S/UI,;(,
KCI.;CII~,
33, No. 2 ( J u n e 1974), 237.

60. Scc 1'riska : I I I ~F.inlcy. p. 1.
61. Sec I3r~crinski."Sovict Past : ~ n dPresent." p. 15.
cd.. So11ic2rSoc,iolox~,:ffixislorical Atrtcccdcrtrs cr~rdClo.rolt ,ctp.
62. A . Si~~~ircnko,
praisals (Chicapo: (?undran~lc.1966). p. 3 3 .
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t o twenty years of Soviet sociology, he is almost immediately forced to revise
his prediction.
This situation is not peculiar to communist studies. Contrary to Kanet's
insistence on "the considerable progress made t o date in permitting the political scientist t o make predictions about the future political behavior based
on statistical generalizations,"63 progress t o date has been anything but irnpressive. Here is the opinion of one of the chief architects of the behavioral
revolution in political science, G. Almond: "We are not the first generation of
political theorists to discover that the probleni of explanation in social and
political affairs is an extremely difficult one, the problem of prediction comes
close to i n s o ~ u b l e . "Similar
~~
opinions can now be heard from demographers
and economists-by far the most advanced students of social affairs. No less
an authority than J . K. Galbraith has recently observed, after citing "an
unparalleled record of error in political forecasting," that "people who predict don't know or don't know they don't know."65 This startling conclusion
is fully borne out by the record of prediction in psychology, where more than
thirty years of continuous efforts t o predict overt behavior on the basis of
~
personality variables yielded an average correlation of 0 . 2 0 - 0 . 3 0 . ~ This
means that at most 10 percent of the variance in human behavior can be explairled in terms of structural-dispositional variables.
Perhaps social science is a postdictive and not a predictive enterprise. If we
can blanie experts who predicted stability in Iran for the next twenty years at
the time when the country was about to be swept by the revolution, then it is
for their adherence to a far too rigid scientific rationality. One can understand the ironic statement by Triska and Finley in which they compare the
traditional student of comniunism with the Delphic Oracle, whose pronouncements are "amenable t o a great variety of sometimes contradictory
" ~ ~given the "harder" social sciences' failure to
attributions of r n e a ~ l i n ~ .But
forecast human affairs, we may, upon closer exanlination, find the practice
o f the Delphic Oracle worthy of greater scientific attention. One thing it
teaches us is tliat the future is always in the making, that our forecasts are a
constituerlt part of the environment against wluch the future is formed, and
that the prophet casts tlie future at tlie same time as he forecasts and b r a d casts it. Thc lesson to be learned fronl the Delphic Oracle is that the intleterniinacy and uncertainty of social reality are a phenomenon that defies reliable
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forcasting. Or, as Billington put it, "remarkable changes may well be in store,
and could come with the unpredicted suddenness that is . . .invariably later
seen t o have been predictnble."68

Taken-for-Grati red A sslrmptiotls of Bel~avioralistatzd lrtterpretative 121erhoclologies
In retrospect, it seems ironic that Fleron made his appeal for the behavioralization of con~muniststudies in the same year that Easton, one of the early
proponents of behaviorism in political science, announced the beginning o f a
"post-behavioralist" era. In his presidential address t o the Annual Meeting of
the American Political Science Association, titled "The New Revolution in
Political Science," he declared that "the heart of behavioral inquiry is abstraction and analysis and it serves t o conceal the brute realities of politics."69
The term "post-behavioralist methodology" is somewhat misleading. It
suggests that post-behavioral research is intended as a substitute for behavioral methods, and that historically, non-behavioral methods follow behavioral ones. Non-behavioralist or interpretative tradition in social research
dates back to the works of Dilthey, Weber, and Sinlnlel. What is now called
post-behavioralist methodology began t o take shape at about the same time
that Durkheim issued his behavioralist manifesto, The Rirles of Sociological
Method. 70 Nevertheless, there is some reason for viewing post-behavioralist
metl~odologyas a new phenomenon. For a long time, the interpretative critique of behavioralism has been scattered and unsystematic. It is only in recent times, after decades of behavioralist predominance, that the opponents
of behavioralism began to codify a research methodology of hermeneutical inquiry. One of the early attempts to reappraise behavioralism in the social
sciences was an article by Herbert Blurrier, "Wl~at is wrong with social
thcory?" This paper was followed by works of Cicourel, Carfinkel, Glaser
and Strauss, Douglas, Lofland, Mehan arid Wood, Giddens, and other authors
w l ~ oundertook to elaborate an alternative to tlle traditional variable analysis7 1
68. Scc I3ill1ng1on."Tlc I I ~ I ~ ~ ~ c c I I Ip.~ ~270.
s,"
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I cannot analyze here in much detail the contributions made by these
. ~ ~ I will try t o d o is
scholars t o the developmen of social h e r ~ n e n e u t i c s What
t o summarize briefly tlle main points of criticisni levelled against classical
research metllodology and relate it to the current debates on behavioralism
in communist studies.
One of the cornerstones on which behavioralists erected tlieir methodological castle is a radical distinction between the subject and the object of
social research. For behavioralists, things are determinated in themselves
and mrlst be apprehended as they exist in reality apart from the knower's
accounting practices. The behavioralist researcher is aware tliat his presence
can influence llis subject. He views this influence as "noise" that must be
eliminated through a system of careful controls. The purpose of social inquiry, as seen in this perspective, is t o grasp things' inner determination as
facts and to render them into a neutral scientific language, avoiding idiosyncracies of everyday language. "The words thetnsrlses are unimportant,"
writes Fleron, "what are important are tlri,lg for which they stand."73
For the hermeneutical thinker, tlie world is not determined in itself.
Things' mode of being in the world is that of indeterminacy, which ~ n u s tbe
terminated by the subject before things reveal themselves as identifiable objects. Objectivity does not reside in things. It is bound t o the subject, who
interferes with the flux of things the~nselvesthrough his accounting practices.
In a dramatic form this principle has been demonstrated in quantum mechanics, where, Bohr contended, "the usual idealimtion of a sharp distinction
In a siniilar fasllbetween pllenornena and their observation breaks
ion, hemieneutical scientists maintain that an objective state of affairs in the
social donlain is inseparable fro111the ways it is accounted for. Every set of
accounting frames carries with it its own "map of social being" tliat predetermines the objective forms in which things are apprehended. Our conceptual nets are so designed tliat they can "catcl~the fish" of a strictly defined denomination. By confronting liunlan beings with questionnaires, tests, and experi~neritaldevices, t l ~ eresearcher forces individuals to take a stand and thereby affects the future course of action. l l ~ eresulting "complementarity effect" cannot be eliminated in principle.
Anotlter assu~nptionuuderlyi~lgbehavioral metl~odologyconcerns conccptformation and opcration:lli7atio1l in the social sciences. Beliavioristic scien-
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tisni does not differentiate between things natural and social. Universality
of social particulars is treated in the same fashion as natural universality.
Classes, composed of social objects, are operationalized as natural similarity
sets. This precept is expressed in Durkheim's famous rule: "Consider social
facts as things."7s As a practical matter, this means that social actions are
being observed apart from what actors may think of them and regardless of
things' situational inconstancy. Social concepts are defined operationally
through empirical indicators which help t o assign each thing to a definite
cIass. The principle of niutual exclusiveness stipulates that each thing must be
placed in one and only orie taxonomical box in a given taxonomy. Thus when
the behavioral researcher classifies Soviet policy-makers into "hard-liners,"
"middle-of-the-roaders," and "liberals," he must see to it that each individual
ends up under one heading. Similarly, when Lodge identifies a paragraph in
one article as supporting elite independence, he is not concerned that the article niay contain contradictory statements, or that one particular statement
may harbor contradictory messages. In the same spirit, Sharlet criticizes Hazard for his reliance on concepts without sharply defined b0undaries.~6
Herrneneutical analysis distinguishes between "natural" and "social uniSocial or emergent universality deals with social objects that
versality ."'
can be aware of their membership in a class. The self-consciousness of social
particulars robs them of their naturalness and defies their naturalistic explanation. Wllcreas behavioralist methodology treats social facts as things, interpretative social science considers things as social facts, i.e., as socially abstracted and collectively sustained objects that owe tlieir existence tonpriori
system of categories. Social categories are not "mere words" standing for
tlungs out there. They are "terminating devices" which individuals creatively
apply to practical situations, when they frame things themselves as familiar
objects. M u c h tlling ends up as an object of a given kind is chronically problematic. One thing simultaneously functions as an object of various denoniinations and cannot be pinned down according to the principle of mlrtual exclusiveness. The implication of t l i s precept is that every' social category or
theoretical ~riodelis an ideal type. This concerns not only the notion of totalitarianism, as sonic autllors insist, but also such concepts as "democracy,"
"bureaucr3cy-writ-lqc," "inoder~uzation," "national charicter," etc. An
ideal type, according t o Weber, is "formed by one-sided accetlhlatio~lof one
or more points of view and by synthesis of a great many diffuse, discrete,
plrct~oniemore or less present arid occasionally absent colicrete ititii~:i~lrrul
As an ideal type, a concept establishes a rationality that organizes our
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perception so that we can disregard some of the things' properties and treat as
"functionally identical" their other characteristics. Thanks to this device, we
can treat things rationally despite their situational inconstancy and variation.
The ambiguity of social concepts-a subject of typical complaint by behavioralists-is given new interpretation in the hermeneutical perspective. Social
categories are "fuzzy at the fringes," t o use Lazarsfeld's expression, not because social scientists fail to be rigorous, not bedause they fail t o observe
"the logic of either-or," assartori complains?9 but because they deal with fuzzy things, and yet are determined t o break them down into mutually-exhaustive taxonomical boxes. (An example of conceptual fuzziness is the abovementioned failure to give an unambiguous definition of behavioralism). Ambiguity is n o longer an unqt~estionable liability in hermeneutical inquiry.
Without a certain amount of ambiguity one could not apply past definitions
to future contingencies. Instead of operational definitions with rigidly defined boundaries, interpretative sociologists use what Blu~nercalled "sensitizing concepts."8o These concepts d o not preclude emergent interpretation
of the phenomenon in question and encourage the researcher to trace metamorphoses of things in various situational settings. T o account for the situational inconstancy of social particulars, interpretative sociologists resort to
situational analysis. Situational reincarnation of things thzrnselves as objects
o f different social orders helps to explain why classical research fails to prcdict social behavior on the basis of unambiguous class-identification of social
things.
Behavioralist and Iler~~ieneutical
researchers differ in their views on the
place and meaning o f q11ant;tative procedures in the social sciences. Behavioralists assume that, once identified and numbered, a thing persists with its
quantitative and qualitative identity intact during some time period, and that
it can, consequently, be reidentified. The principle of reliability requires tliat
the same instrument, applied to the same object several times, must yield the
same measurement; otherwise the instrument should be dropped as unreliable. It is assumed that t l ~ cvalidity and reliability can be maxiniired siniultaneously with an arbitri~ryprecision. And it is stipulated that niatheniatical manipulations with classified thi~igsprovide a picture tliat is objective to the extent that it is confirmed by independent measurements.
Henneneutical research metllodology rejects the idea that a social thing
has an uninterrupted identity, in the same way that quantum ~ n e c h a ~ ~abi~nics

7 9 . 1'. 1:. l . ~ ~ ~ ; ~ r \ I ' cQ1it11l1a1i1.c
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doned the assumption of classical thermodynamics regarding a particle's objective state. If our instruments fail to reidentifiy a previous state as "the
same," it is not necessarily due t o the inadequacy of the instrument. "The notion of test-retest or any other 'reliability' measure is antithetical to social
science since it must make the incorrect assumption that human thought and
behavior is static and, therefore, any change in response is a reflection of either instrument error or deception."* Reliable, consistent responses are normally secured in vitro, under the ceteris paribus clause, after the influence of
"other factors" is artificially eliminated. Yet the external factors are never
equal in vivo, in everyday life, where social things continuously transcend the
classificatory borderlines and change their denominations. The more successfully we strip a thing of its numerous determinations and secure its reliable behavior in a laboratory situation, the less accurately we will be able to predict
its behavior in real life. The telationship between life in vivo and life in vitro,
between validity and reliability, is that of uncertainty. Another way of putting it is that validity and reliability of social data cannot be maximized simultaneously with an arbitrary precision.
One can agree with Kanet that certain quantifiable materials on Soviet policy are readily available and can be easily quantified.82 The crucial question,
however, is what d o these niaterials stand for, which alternative means can be
imputed to them. This question is often sidestepped by behavio:alists. But
"that which can be'counted does not always count."83 Before they are counted, things must be made accountable, i.e., subsumed under qualitative categories. Measuring and counting convert things themselves into identifiable objects. In Cicourel's words, "The very process of measurement imposes the
comparability which allows each frequency in a given cell t o be treated as
identical and, hence, subject to statistical manipulation. The measllrement
process in~posesthe reification as a necessary condition for extracting the in~ ~ if one forformation required for comparative or statistical a n a ~ y s i s . "Only
gets a b o t ~ tthis reification can one reach the conclusion that "the traditional
distinction between 'co~nmunist' and 'noncommunist' systems [is] obsolete
~ ~ a hermeneutical researcher, the comparability of the
and r e d u ~ i d a n t . " For
phenomena t~riders ~ u d yis an artifact, albeit an inevitable one, of our accounting practices. Matllenlatical manipulations with interpreted things can reinforce or c11;illenge a chosen no~nenclature.But the computed picture of reality
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is ultimately contingent on our assumptions. Says Gadamer, "What is established by statistics seems to be language of facts, but which questions these
facts answer and which facts would begin t o speak if other questions were
asked are herneneutical questions."86
One more behavioralist tenet deserves to be mentioned here. It concerns
the-familiar premise that scientific practice is radically different from the value-laden concerns of everyday life. Scientific accounting frames are held to
be a privileged system of coordinates that represent things as they really are,
rather than as they are reflected in a commonsense consciousness tllrough the
prism of various ideological veils. To verify scientific theory means here t o
make it conform to praxis without interfering with its natural course. The
scientist's role as a student of reality is radically separated from his role as a
man in the street with all his mundane commitments.
Interpretative sociologists emphasize that the social scientist, whether or
not he is aware of this, constantly relies on his everyday experiences. His scientific activites are part of social practice. His accounts influence reality at
the same time that they describe it. Theoretically- to ascribe common interests
t o a given class is an act that helps to make these interests objectively real.
The root of the problem is that human beings classify each other as n~ucll
as they are classified by scientists. Tlle founder of phenomenological sociology, Alfred Schutz, formulated this precept as follows: "The constructs used
by the social scientist are . . . constructs of the second degree, namely CORstructs of the constructs made by the actors on the social scene. . . ."87 This
tenet suggests a new approacll to verification. The latter is defined as a process of nlutual adjustnlent of theory ancl praxis, of facts and values. Objective social reality is forced t o nieet theoretical requirements as much as scientific theories are adjusted to objective reality.
Hermeneutical researchers accept Weber's position that "the objective
validity of all empirical knowledge rests exclusively upon the ordering of the
given reality according to categories which are subjective in a specific sense,
of our knowledge. . . ."88
namely, in that they present the prestrpposirio,~~
n l i s assu~ilptionsheds new light on Sharlet's claim that the behavioralist
"avoitls conscious value bias."89 Behavioralist criticism of the traditional
communist studies for their "f;lilure to make the fact-value d i s t i ~ l c t i o n " ~ ~
overlooks that our data f ~ ~ n c t i oasu I';~ctsprecisely because they are embedded
in our taken-for-granted, v;~lr~e-bound
presuppositions. What the herrnencutic d researcher strives to do is not to avoid "conscious value bias," b u ~to ren-
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der one's biases conscious and thereby to turn them into premises. Bias can
then be seen as an unacknowledged premise; and premise, as an acknowledged
bias. A strategy for hermeneutical inquiry is neither "value-neutrality," nor
"value-partisanship," but "value-tolerance." A value-tolerant science is aimed
at diversifying accounting systems and taking the value perspective of the
other.9
This brief and necessarily schematic exposition of the taken-for-granted
foundations of behavioralist and interpretative methodologies should not lead
one to the conclusion that there are n o points of complementarity between
the two research traditions, that this is an either-or matter. Neither does it
imply that h e r e are two distinct groups of scholars subscribing exclusively
to one or the other scheme. The outlined methodological positions are ideal
types or, if you will, straw-men set out for heuristic purposes. (The nietliod
of the ideal type is essentially the method of "straw-man," only practiced
self-consciously). A pure behavioralist is a limiting case, an approximation
rarely met in reality. Living scholars are free to borrow from each set of assunlptions and do, in fact, borrow from each scheme, as recent works by the
early proponents of behavioralism indicate. Thus some recent statenients by
FIeron suggest that he is having second thoughts about the promise of behavioral research and is moving toward existential and interpretative inquiry into
conlmunism. A reappraisal of behavioralist methods can be found in Kanet,
who criticizes current behavioral studies in East European intergration and
advises d ~ ereader seeking enlightenment on the subject to turn "to the old
standard works-with all their faults-and to recently published descriptive
studies."92 There seerils to be a growing awareness among students of con)niunisni that classical behavioralism has serious limitations. More scholars in
the field now argue against "niethodological e x c l ~ s i v e n e s s , " ~"empirical
~
c o n ~ e r v a t i s r n , " "pseudo-scientific
~~
pretensions of the behavioral :ind quantitative approaches,"95 "the harniful trend toward methodological uniformity,"g6 advocating what Brown called "a discriminating metholological eclect i c i s n ~ . " Lewis
~ ~ Coser advanced a similar argument against behavioralistic
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scientism in social science, exposing what he called "the fallacy of misplaced
precision [which] consists in believing that one can compensate for theoretical weakness by methodological s t r e n g t ~ i . " ~ ~
In retrospect, we can say that behavioralists did an important job by intro.
ducing new methods and raising methodological awareness among students
of communism. Methodological reflection, however, must be an ongoing concern. If we consider the behavioral revolution t o be part of the methodological revolution, a strong case can be made that it is bound t o be unfinished,
permanent revolution. Quantitative methods will always be a part of scientific inquiry, though they are likely t o be more valued for their heuristic insight
than for the ultimate truth they confer on our theories. Things do not present
themselves t o the researcher with concept-tags and number-badges attached.
We assign sense and number t o things and thereby convert them into objects.
Mathematical calculations are a powerful analytical tool, but hard methods
are no substitute for hard interpretative work.
The transition from Krernlinolog, t o behavioralisni in communist studies
somewhat resembles the shift from sorcery to astrology. As a formalized technique for assigning meaning t o events, generating reliable data, and shaping
one's conduct rationally, the latter was a significant improvement on the
former. But the enhanced rationality was achieved at the cost of flexibility
in dealing with ever-changing social contingencies. Mathematization of social
inquiry is another example of the Weberian "bureaucratic rationalization."
T o the extent that llunlan beings succeed in fitting their actions into rationally calculated schemes and reniodelling their world according to scientific rationalites, reality begins t o resemble its "objective image." The same process
signifies a progressive reification of social reality, which is no longer seen as a
man-made and man-sustained abstraction, but as a thing out there, governed
by impersonal logic and natural law. Insight into the ongoing reification of
society by its lay and professional members is an important contribution of
hermeneutics to social studies.

To\+*arda Ilc.rt~~ette~irics
o/Cutt~trzr~t~ist
Life
Among students of communisni, historians are perhaps the most synlpathetic to interpretative inquiry. Their skepticism about the value of generalizations in historical research and distrust of historical determinism rnake
them particularly sensitive to "what the Germans call Eir~ji~hlutig,
or 'infeeling,' and Russians theniselves ~)rotiikr~or~~~tiie-me3ning
penetration, o~
permeation. . . . Only sonic such sense of involvenient," Billington maintains,
"can take the exterllal observers beyond casttal i~npressiot~s,
redeenl unavoitl-
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able generalizations. . . ."99 Valuable as the works of Billington, Florovsky,
or Berdiaev may be, they are hardly representative of modern hermeneutical
analysis. The student of comniunism seeking up-to-date information on the
subject would have t o turn t o neighboring scientific domains.
Clifford Geertz is an anthropologist. His primary scientific concern is with
traditional cultures and developing nations. But the importance of his work
extends far beyond the confines of anthropology proper. Ceertz's notes on
the Balinese cockfight, coupled with his theoretical essay on the interpretative methodology, may be the best starting point for those unfamiliar with
the hermeneutical tradition.loO The study that I have in mind was conducted
in a remote village, where the author spent many nionths immersing himself
into the intricacies of Balinese life. As a participant observer, Geertz is able
to reconstruct the meaning of mundane activites that normally escape the notice o f researchers dealing with kinship, political structure, and other macroscopic institutions. His attention is drawn t o what seems t o be an inconsequential pastime: the cockfight. He watches people talking about the cocks,
making jokes, striking poses, placing bets, and he comes t o see it as a "sociological entity." Geertz perceives this cultural form as a "collective text," "a
collectively sustained symbolic structure," "a means of saying something
about something." The author is not looking for an explanatory scheme that
would account for the observed behavior. He is trying t o grasp the schemes
of understanding that the Balinese use t o make sense of their own lives. The
focus of inquiry thereby shifts from disinterested observation t o sympathetic
participation, from explanation t o description, from prediction t o diagnosis. The hermeneutical researcher "is faced with a problem not in social mechanics but in social semantics," Ius objective "is not to codify abstract
regularities but t o make thick description possible," his "conceptualization
is directed toward the task of generating interpretations of matters already
in hand, not toward projecting outcomes of experimental manipulations or
deducing future states of a determined
Step by step, Geertz reconstructs the message that the Balinese are sending to the world about the
meaning of being a Balinese, of doing the ~ a l i n e s elife. The cockfight is decoded as "a dramatization of status concern," as "a metasosial conmlentary
upon the whole matter of assorting human beings hito fixed hierarchical
ranks and then organizing the major part of collective existence around the

99. J . H . I3 llli11:rton.7?1r k.on atlcl llle ,4se: At? Itrrerprc~mlilscHl~lOr?.oJ'Rltssintl O i l llrrr ( N S WYork: Knopf. 1966). p. xi.
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assortment. Its function . . . is interpretative: it is a Bdinese reading of Balinese experience, a story they tell about themselves."102
Geertz's study is only one example of a fast-growing body of interpretative
research. Erving Goffman, a founder of dramaturgical sociology, applies the
same method to modern urban life. His analysis is centered on the facework
that individuals and groups of individuals undertake in order t o impress upon
others socially approved appearances. Goffinan studies a team of employees
in a small Irish hotel trying to maintain an appropriate image in front of their
customers, the franiing schemes used by the managers of a big Manhattan department store t o induce customers to buy, the techniques developed by prison and mental hospital inmates, seeking t o protect their self-identities.lo3
Each study is an exercise in interpretation that describes the social world
from the standpoint of actors and in ternis of their own frames of meaning.
Ethnomethodology is allother evolvirig domain of her~neneuticalanalysis.
Harold Garfinkel, the founder of ethnoniethodology, has outlined a prograrrl
of research that focuses on tlie accou~rtingpractices by means of which individuals gain a sense of orderliness arld induce the appearance of rationality in
routine activities.lO4 Following his lead, ethnornethodologists examine the
work of modern bureaucracies wliere tlie raw material of unclassified case
numbers is organi7ationally processed into facts and data. The idea is t o show
how social structures and institutions are perpetuated by individuals, who
continuously subsume anibigilous occurrences under standardized and a priori
established n o n ~ e n c l a t t ~ r eOs5. ~
What can the student of cornmunis~iilearn fro111tlrese exa~nples?flow can
the paradigm of hernleneutical researcl~be applied to comniunist countries?
What is a11 equivdent of the Balinese cockfidlt in, say, Soviet society? Since
the interpretative methodology is yet to be tried in comnlunist studies, the
answers t o these questions can be only tentative. What car1 be definitely
asserted at this point is that tl~ereis an urgent need t o reconsider traditional
attitudes toward the living carriers of the cornrnr~nistculture and native informers.
A common attitude toward native accounts is one of suspicion, especially
if the infornler h:lppens t o be trar1spl;lnted into a new cultural settin,. Isaac
1)eutsclier expresses this attitude well when he says that "of a11 people, the
ex-Comm~~nists
know least what it is all about." He compares communist
renegades and "fellow-travelers" t o tlie patierlt undergoing surgery who, after
having recovered "fro111 a trauniatic shock might clainl that 11e is the only olle
102. Ibitl.. pp. 137,448.
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who redly understands wounds and surgery."lo6 This apt, even if indiscriminate, statement (does it apply t o Djilas, Kolakowski, or Baumann?), accords
well with the traditional distinction between things and facts, on the one
hand, and their reflection in human mind and soft facts, on the other.
Classical research methodology hypostatizes this distinction into an absolute.
It transforms specific socio-historic standards of objectivity into a privileged
reference frame in relation to which every account could be judged true or
false depending on how closely it conforms to these standards. In his search
for objectivity, the behavioral researcher tends t o forget that socid realities
are constructed by individuals, that individuals' accounts are part and parcel
of social reality, that social reality persists as long as it is translated into
meaningfill actions of ir~dividualsand breaks down when individuals fail to
subsume things themselves under a priori established and socially enforced
categories.
The contribution of native informers t o an understanding of communist
society is not exhausted by the facts they unveil. In most cases, these facts
are not new, and often enough they woiild not pass the test as hard data.
These accounts perform a quite different service: they help one understand
how these facts are routinely manufactured and made t o happen by real
people wlro are engaged in the daily construction of communist reality. They
reveal how the cornmunist universe of discourse is reproduced on the microlevel in practical situational encounters. The communist reality is portrayed
here from within by those who lived it through. The native informer knows
first-hand tiow to d o hard facework in order t o pass for an ordinary citizen,
how t o dramatize the official reality as objective and meaningful. When we
try to i~nderstandsuch an account, "we do not try t o recapture the author's
attitude of ~nind,"says Cadanier, "we try to recapture the perspective within
which he Iias formed his views. Rut this means sirl~plythat we try to accept
the objective validity of what he is saying. . . . In our hermenuetical attitude
. . . we share fundamental prejudices witti tradition."lO' The illtirnate ainl
here, in Cecrtz s words, "is the enlargenierlt of the universe of human discourse."lon This attitude presupposes a reevaluation of what IS norirlally
disniissed as soft data. What is soft data for the behavioralist scholar striving t o expl;rin and control tile bel~aviorof the o b j ~ c t sunder study, is hard
data for a hcr~iieneuticalstudent of social reality, whose purpose is to undcrstand the nieaningful world of the subjects with whom he colnes into direct
or indirect contact.
106. I. I)ct~lscl~cr.
"Thc I~.s-Co~nl~~unisr'r
Conscicnce." in I. Dcutscllcr. f ~ r s s i ui~rTrl>trsitii~l( N t \ r YorL: Gruve Press, 1960). 11. 7-17.
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In some respects, the hermeneutical orientation in social sciences resembles
quantum mechanics insofar as the latter analyzes the "solidity" of macrobodies through the "liquid" processes of micro-interactions. Similarly, her'meneutical analysis attempts t o explain how social structures are held together by individual interpretative practices. In both cases, the researcher confronts the problem of transition from the micro- t o the macro- level of analysis. This problem is not unfamiliar t o students of co~nmunisnl.The "Kussian character" theory, designed t o explain the continuities between Russian
and Soviet cultures, dealt with it explicitly. The research inspired by this
tradition has failed largely because national character was perceived as a psychological structure. Even readers sympathetic t o this approacli could not
accept the leap from psychological to sociological explanation. Hermeneutical
ideas of phenomenological and dramaturgical sociology may help t o overcome psychological reductionism and to reconceptualize the problem of
national character.
Social phenomenology conceptualizes social universe as a uni-verse or
universe of discourse--literally, one word, one deed, or one verse. Social verses are terniinological frames in terms of wllich humans apprehend tlieir
reality. lntlividuals terminate indeterminacy in terms of socially defined
frames and thereby continuously reproduce their world it1 macro as a meaningfully objective whole. The social universe is a product of an ongoing reification, or, if you prefer, a "Potemkin portable village." It is erected by
individuals doing their facework and it persists as long as individi~alslend
tlieir faces to dramatizing the official reality as objective and meaningfill.
Objective social reality loses its appearance of external social fact when individuals-the living carriers of their culture-fail, in S i n ~ ~ n e l 'words,
s
to
"perform t l ~ esynthesis o f 'social being'."lo9 U'hat earlier theories nleant by
national character can be now concepti~alizedas a mode of uni-versalization
and dramatization of things theniselves in a given culture, as a mode of production of objective social reality. Macrostructures could then be analyzetl
from the standpoint of their symbolic codes arid dramaturgical practices
through which these codes are decoded in eve~ydayinteractions. Tlus approach differs from the traditional formulation in that it does not ascribe
t o carriers of culture a set of invariable properties. It holds national chi~racter
to be semiotic. rather than a psychologic;il structure. The expectation is that
differc11t cultur;~l wllolcs arc char;~ctc.rizcd by d i f f c r e ~ ~"t l ~ c r ~ ~ i c ~ ~ e i ~ t i c ~ ~ l
styles" or ~lloclcsof tlcl'illing the situ;ltion, of terminating indetcrnlin:~cy.of
111~intai1ling
and breaking cst;~blishc.df r a ~ t l c s . ~
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1 cannot analyze here the problem of national character. Such an analysis
requires a substantive discussion that would lead me too far from the methodological focus of this article. From the methodological standpoint it may be
interesting to note that the main principles of the outlined approach can be
found in the works of Max Weber, familiar t o all students of society. It was
Weber who first realized that uncertainty and fuzziness are strategic properties of social reality and that concepts with sharply defined boundaries
and lawlike statements cannot d o justice t o observable behavior because
human behavior is itself a boundary-making and boundary-breaking activity.
Standard generalizing procedures do not suffice in the "cultural sciences"
where, according t o Weber, "the knowledge of the universal or general is
never valuable in itself."l 1 Hence his quest for idiographic and interpretative methods that resulted in what is in effect the first full-scale hermeneutical study in sociology: The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitahsn~.
It was also Weber who emphasized that interpretative inquiry does not imply
that one gives up on rational patterns. Interpretative analysis employs generalizations as much as behavioral research relies on interpretative insights.
Weber sensed this very clearly, as his search for a synthesis of nomothetic and
idiographic methods suggests. Despite Weber's own contributions and continuous efforts by his followers, this search is still far from ended.
The trouble with interpretative inquiry is that it is not susceptible to formalization and paradigmization. "The besetting sin of interpretative approaches t o anything-literature, dreams, symptoms, culture-is that they
tend to resist, or t o be permitted to resist, conceptual articulation and thus t o
escape systematic lriodes of assessment. You either grasp an interpretation or
you d o not, see tlie point of it or you do not, accept it or you do n o t . " i 1 2
Unlike behavioral methodology, hermeneutical research cannot be easily presented through a set of fonllalizcd steps (though some attempts t o this effect
have already been made).l l 3 It is not a "puzzle solving" enterprise, in a
Kuhnian sense of the word, and therefore it does not quite qualify as a "nor-

dustrial production. Tllcy also established monopoly o n ttlc liulilan face- principal
means o f production o f objective social reality. Tliey turned the hunian h c e into n state
ran be seen
property and face-work into face-lahor. The phenomenon o f totalit:~rianisn~
in this perslwctive as n drive lo n1axir1ii7e tile uni-versalily o f tcrniinolopical fra~nes.t o
c r a d i c ; ~inllctcrn~il~niy
~~
fro111everyday situations. A forced univcrsalit<, intoleruncc to
indetcrn~inacy,ant1 h k c d nutlienticity are among tlie salient features o f Soviet tierlllcne u ~ i c a style.
l
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ma1 science."l l 4 Tlie behavioralist niethodologist could charge that herrneneutical inquiry is bound to turn up soft data and that this approach encourages the proliferation of conceptual schemes, none of wllich can be proved to
be sounder than any otlier. T o this the hermeneutical researcher could say
that hard data are of little value if they are not sound and that the elevation
of a scherne t o the status of a true and objective account entails criteria that
are arbitrary and value-bound. In the end, we may face an uneasy choice between the data which are reliable but not valid and the findings which are
valid but not reliable. Tliis dispute is likely to go o n , as social scientists continue to search for a synthesis of no~notheticand idiographic methodologies.
Whether or not the two approaches are fully reconcilable may not be known
for quite some tirne. Meanwhile, the herrnencutical researchers will continue
tlleii efforts to understand how "society is created and recreated afresh, if
not ex rziliilo, by the participants in every social encounter."l
T o paraphrase Weber, one does not have to be a communist in order to
understand comniunists. Yet there is no substitute for the first-hand encounter with the lving producers of co~lln~irnist
culture. In this respect, the
her~neneuticalapproach to Mi~rxist-Leninistcountries conics close to anthropologists' studies in remote cultures. Ideally, the her~iieneuticalresearcl~er
would have to irnnlerse hiniself in coni~nunistlife the way Carlos Castaneda
did while studying witcllcraft in a hlesican 1ribe.l l 6 In the absence of a niorc
direct approacli to everytl;~yconiniunist life, students of c o ~ n ~ n u o i s m
rnny
capitalize on the current exodus froni tlie Soviet and East European societies.
Coniriiunist or ex-co~nmunist,I I L I I I I ~ I ~ S in flesh and blood are being approachetl and stutlied it/ s i n r . Talking to tlieni face to face, observing tlieni in
their everyday lives, trying to understand tlie ways they go about understanding things are intlispcrisable for the researcher wlio "wislies to study
actual develop~nents,and to d o so not scientifically but with tlie gift of norniative and aesthetic enipatliy-a sense for values and for style."l17 With
these words of a well-known studer~tof comn~unism,I close these notes on
the metl~odologicalcurrcnts in communist studies.
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